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Abstract 

Stochastic Petri Nets (SPNj are usually designed to support exponential distributions 
only, with the consequence that their modelling power is restricted to Markovian sys
tems. In recent years, some attempts have appeared in the literature aimed to define SPN 
models with generally distributed firing times. A particular subclass, called Deterministic 
and Stochastic Petri Nets (DSPNj, combines into a single model both exponential and 
deterministic transitions. The available DSPN implementations require simplifying as
sumptions which limit the applicability of the model to preemptive repeat different service 
mechanisms only. The present paper discusses a semantical generalization of the DSPNs 
by including preemptive mechanisms of resume type. This generalization is crucial in 
connection with fault tolerant systems, where the work performed before the interruption 
should not be lost. By means of this new approach, the transient analysis of a M/D /1/2/2 
queue (with 2 customers, 1 server, exponential thinking and deterministic service time) is 
fully examined under different preemptive resume policies. 

Keywords: Markov regenerative processes, Stochastic Petri Nets, transient analysis, de
terministic service time, queuing systems with preemption. 

1. Introduction 

Petri nets have become an usual tool for modelling and analysing discrete 
state stochastic systems. The standard definition of Stochastic Petri Nets 
(SPN) implies that all the timed activities are exponentially distributed, 
and hence the modelling capability of this class of models is limited to 
markovian systems. In recent years, some attempts have appeared in the 
literature aimed to analyse SP Ns supporting generally distributed firing 
times. We refer to this class of model as Generally Distributed Transition 
SPN (GDT_SPN). The semantics of GDT_SPNs has been discussed in [1] 
where different firing policies have been examined and their potential im
plications in the modelling of real systems compared. 

IThis work was partly supported by OTKA T-16637 
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With the goal of including into a single P N model both exponentially 
distributed and constant timings, AJMONE and CHIOLA [3] have elaborated 
a model called Deterministic and Stochastic Petri Net (DSPN). In their 
work, the authors have provided a method to compute the steady state 
solution, under two simplifying assumptions: i) at most one deterministic 
transition is enabled in a marking, and ii) the deterministic transitions are 
assigned an enabling memory policy (after the taxonomy in [1]). The so
lution algorithm was revisited in [17] and some structural extensions were 
proposed in [9]. The transient analysis of the DSPN model was succes
sively developed by CHOI et al. [8]. In [7, 13, 10] the replacement of the de
terministic transitions with generally distributed transitions was proposed 
and examined. 

The main limitation of the models discussed in the mentioned refer
ences is that the deterministic (or generally distributed) transitions must be 
assigned a firing policy of enabling memory type [1]. The enabling memory 
policy means that each time the transition becomes enabled its firing time 
is resampled from the original distribution and the time eventually spent 
without firing in prior enabling periods is lost. The memory of the underly
ing stochastic process cannot be extended beyond a single cycle of enable
ing/ disableing the non-exponential transition. In the language of queuing 
systems this assumption implies that the server should work on the job up 
to completion (the non-exponential transition fires), or if the job is inter
rupted before completion (due, for instance, to failure or preemption), the 
work already done is lost. In the literature, the above preemption mecha
nism is usually referred to as preemptive repeat different (prd) policy [12, 6f. 

CHor et al. [8] have shown that the stochastic process underlying the 
formulated DSPN model is a kIarkov Regenerative Process (MRP) [11] for 
which general analytical solution equations for both the transient and the 
steady state behavior are provided. For this reason, CHor et. al. refer to 
this model as Markov Regenerative SPN (MRSPN) [7]. A classification of 
GDLSPNs and ofthe related underlying stochastic processes is in CIARDO 

et al. [10]. 
This paper proposes a semantical generalization of the DSPN model 

by including the possibility of modelling preemptive mechanisms of resume 
type. A preemptive resume (prs) service policy means that the server is 
able to recover an interrupted job by keeping memory of the work already 
performed so that, upon restart, only the residual service needs to be com
pleted. This modelling extension is crucial in connection with fault tolerant 

2The enabling memory assumption is relaxed in [9] where a deterministic transition 
can be disabled in vanishing markings only. Since vanishing markings are transversed in 
zero time, this assumption does not modify the behavior of the marking process versus time 
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and parallel computing systems, where a single task may be interrupted ei
ther during a fault/recovery cycle or for the execution of a higher priority 
task, but when the cause originating the interruption is ceased, the dormant 
task is resumed from the point it was interrupted. Even if a prs execution 
policy is the main goal of a dependable fault tolerant design, its analytical 
modelling was not possible in the framework of the available DSPN tools. 

The aim of this paper is to develop a new analytical methodology to 
deal with a class of systems with a service policy of prs type. The proposed 
methodology is applied to revisit the case study of a closed M/D/l/2/2 
queuing system, already considered in [3, 8]. The transient state probabili
ties are derived with two different prs service policies. In the first case, the 
customers are considered identical so that any job joining the queue pre
empts the job eventually under service. In the second case, the customers 
have different priorities so that the jobs submitted by the customer with 
higher priority preempts the lower priority jobs but not vice versa. 

After introducing notation and the general solution equations for a 
MRSPN in Section 2, the paper presents the M/D/l/2/2 system with the 
two considered prs mechanisms, in Section 3. Section 4 is devoted to derive 
the closed form transient equations for the considered model, and finally, 
Section 5 illustrates the results. 

2. Markov Regenerative Stochastic Petri Nets 

A marked Petri Net (PN) is atuple PN = (P,T,I,O,H,M), where: 

- P = {PI, P2, ... , Pnp} is the set of places (drawn as circles); 
T = {tl' t2, ... ,tnt} is the set of transitions (drawn as bars); 

- I, 0 and H are the input, the output and the inhibitor functions, 
respectively. The input function I provides the multiplicities of the 
input arcs from places to transitions; the output function 0 provides 
the multiplicities of the output arcs from transitions to places; the 
inhibitor function H provides the multiplicity of the inhibitor arcs 
from places to transitions. 
M = {ml,m2, ... ,mnp } is the marking. The generic entry mi is the 
number of tokens (drawn as black dots) in place Pi, in marking M. 

Input and output arcs have an arrowhead on their destination, inhibitor 
arcs have a small circle. A transition is enabled in a marking if each of 
its ordinary input places contains at least as many tokens as the multiplic
ity of the input function I and each of its inhibitor input places contains 
fewer tokens than the multiplicity of the inhibitor function H. An enabled 
transition fires by removing as many tokens as the multiplicity of the input 
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function I from each ordinary input place, and adding as many tokens as 
the multiplicity of the output function 0 to each output place. The num
ber of tokens in an inhibitor input place is not affected. 

A marking M' is said to be immediately reachable from M, when it is 
generated from M by firing a single enabled transition tk. The reach ability 
set n(Mo) is the set of all the markings that can be generated from an 
initial marking Mo by repeated application of the above rules. If the set T 
comprises both timed and immediate transitions, n( Mo) is partitioned into 
tangible (no immediate transitions are enabled) and vanishing markings, 
according to [2]. Let N be the cardinality of the tangible subset of neMo). 

Definition 1 - A stochastic GDT_SPN is a marked SPN in which [1}: 
- To any timed transition tk E T is associated a random variable Ik 

modelling the time needed by the activity represented by tk to complete, 
when considered in isolation. 

- Each random variable Ik is characterized by its (possibly marking de
pendent) cumulative distribution function. 

- Each timed transition tk is attached an age variable ak and a memory 
policy; the memory policy specifies the functional dependence of the 
age variable on the past enabling time of the transition. 

- An initial probability is given on the reachability set. 

The age variable ak, associated to transition tk, is a functional that depends 
on the time during which tk has been enabled. The age variables together 
with their memory policy specify univocally how the underlying stochastic 
precess is conditioned upon its past history. The semantics of different 
memory policies has been discussed in [1] where three alternatives have 
been proposed and examined. 

- Resampling policy The age variable ak is reset to zero at any change 
of marking. 
Enabling memory policy - The age variable ak accounts for the work 
performed by the activity corresponding to tk from the last epoch 
in which tk has been enabled. 'When transition tk is disabled (even 
without firing) the corresponding enabling age variable is reset. 
Age memory policy - The age variable ak accounts for the work 
performed by the activity corresponding to tk from its last firing up 
to the current epoch and is reset only when tk fires. 

At the entrance in a new tangible marking, the residual firing time is com
puted for each enabled timed transition its age variable is given, so that 
the next marking is determined by the minimal residual firing time among 
the enabled transitions (race policy [1]). Because of the memoryless prop
erty, the three mentioned policies are equivalent for the exponential distri-
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bution. Hence, for an exponential transition tk, we assume, conventionally, 
that the corresponding memory policy is of resampling type, so that ak is 
reset at each transition. 

Definition 2 - The stochastic process underlying a GDT_SPN is called 
the marking process M(x) (x ~ 0). M(x) is the marking of the GDT_SPN 
at time x. 

A single realization of the marking process M (x) can be written as: 

where MH1 is a marking immedi~tely reachable from M i , and TH1 - Ti 

is the sojourn time in marking Mi. With the above notation, M(x) = Mi 
for Ti ~ X < Ti+1. 

If at time Tt <?f entrance in a tangible marking j'V1i all the age vari
ables ak (k 1,2, ... , Tit) are equal to zero, we say that Ti is a regenera
tion time point for the marking process M(x). Let us denote by T~ the se
quence of the regeneration time points embedded into a realization R. The 
tangible marking M(n) entered at a regeneration time point T~ is called a 
regeneration marking. 

Definition 3 - A regeneration time point T~ in the marking process M(x) 
is the epoch of entrance in a tangible marking M(n) in which all the age 
variables are equal to O. 

The embedded sequence of regeneration time points (T~, M(n») is a 
Markov renewal sequence and the marking process M( x) is a Markov re
generative process [11, 7, 10]. 

Definition 4 - A GDT_SPN, for which an embedded Markov renewal 
sequence (T~, M(n») exists, is a Markov Regenerative Stochastic Petri Nets 
(MRSPN) [7]. 

Since (T~, M(n») is a Markov renewal sequence, the following equalities 
hold: 

Pr{M(n+l) = j, (T~+I - T~) ~ xIM(n) = i, T~, M(n-I), T~-ll.·· 

Pr{M(n+l) = j, (T~+I - T~) ~ xIM(n) = i} = 
Pr{M(I) = j, T; ~ xIM(o) = i}. 

, M(o), TO'} = 
(1) 

The first equality expresses the Markov property (i.e. the condition on 
the past is condensed in the present state). The second equality expresses 
the time homogeneity (i.e. the probability measures are independent of 
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a translation along the time axis). According to [7, 11], we define the 
following matrix valued functions (of dimension N x N): 

Vex) = [V;j(x)] such that V;j(x) = Pr{M(x) = jIM(TO) = i} 

K(x) [Kij(X)] such that Kij(X) = Pr{M(1) = j,T~ ::; xIM(TO) = i} 

E(x) = [Eij(X)] such that Eij(X) = Pr{M(x) = j,T~ > xlMh)) = i} 

(2) 

Matrix V (x) is the transition probability matrix and provides the pro ba
bility that the stochastic process M(x) is in marking j at time x given it 
was in i at x = O. The matrix K( x) is the global kernel of the MRP and 
provides the cdf of the event that the next regeneration time point is T~ 
and the next regeneration marking is M(l) j given marking i at TO' = O. 
Finally, the matrix E( x) is the local kernel since it describes the behav
ior of the marking process M( x) inside two consecutive regeneration time 
points. The generic element Eij(X) provides the probability that the pro
cess jumps in state j starting from i at TO' = 0 before the next regeneration 
time point. From the above definitions: 

'L)Kij(x) + Eij(X)] = l. 
j 

The transient behavior of the MRSP N can be evaluated by solving the 
following generalized Markov renewal equation (in matrix form) [11, 7]: 

Vex) = E(x) + K * Vex), 

where K * Vex) is a convolution matrix, whose (i,j)-th entry is: 

x 

[K * V(X)]ij = L J dKik(y)Vkj(X - y). 
k 0 

(3) 

(4) 

By denoting the Laplace Stieltjes transform (LST) of a function F(x) by 
F~(s) = Jooo e- sx dF(x), Eg. (3) becomes in the LST domain: 

(5) 

whose solution is: 

(6) 
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As specified by (2), K(x) and E(x) depend on the evolution of the marking 
process between two consecutive regeneration time points. By virtue of the 
time homogeneity property (1), we can always define the two successive 
regeneration time points to be x = 1"'0 = 0 and x = 1"'{. The steady state 
solution can be evaluated as lims~o V~(s). 

Definition 5 - The stochastic process subordinated to state i (denoted by 

M(i)(x)) is the restriction of the marking process M(x) for x ::; 1"'1 given 
M(1"'o) = i: 

According to Definition 5, M(i) (x) describes the evolution of the P N start
ing at the regeneration time point x = 0 in the regeneration marking i, 
up to the next regeneration time point 1"']'. Therefore, ,;\I1.(i) (x) includes all 
the markings that can be reached from state i before the next regeneration 
time point. The entries of the i-th row of the matrices K(x) and E(x) are 
determined by M(i)(x). 

The subclass of DSP Ns considered in [3, 8] is a restriction of Defini
tion 4 obtained by adding the following specifications: i) in each marking, 
at most a single deterministic transition is enabled being all the other tran
sitions exponential; ii) the memory policy associated to every determin
istic transition is of enabling memory type3

. The above restrictions imply 
that the regeneration markings can be partitioned in two classes: 

1 No deterministic transition is enabled - all the transitions enabled in 
the regeneration marking i are exponential, so that the next regener
ation time point is any epoch of entrance in a marking immediately 
reachable from i. The subordinated process is a single step CTMC. 

2 A single deterministic transition is enabled - the next regeneration 
time point is the epoch at which the deterministic transition fires or 
is disabled (indeed, in both cases the enabling memory variable is 
reset). During the interval between the two consecutive regeneration 
time points the deterministic transition is continuously enabled and 
the subordinated process is a CTlvIC. 

In the present paper, we derive a closed form analytical solution for an 
extended class of DSPNs referred to as Age jV1emory DSPN: 

3In their definition of DSPNs, CL-\RDO and LI;;DE~lA"';; [10] include the presence 
of more than one deterministic transition enabled in a marking, but still maintaining the 
enabling memory policy. 
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Definition 6 - An Age Memory DSPN is a MRSPN (Definition 4) on 
which the following conditions are imposed: 

1 In any regeneration marking i, a single deterministic transition of 
age memory type (say td with associated age memory variable ad and 
deterministic duration CY.d) is allowed to stari its firing process. 

2 The next regeneration time point is the epoch at which td fires (the 
corresponding age variable ad is reset); hence, firing of id must lead to 
a regeneration marking in which all the other age variables are zero. 

3 The related subordinated process M(i) (x) is semimarkov. 

The above definition has two major implications. Since the subordi
nated process is semimarkov, multiple deterministic transitions can be si
multaneously enabled inside the firing process of id, provided they are no 
more enabled as id fires. The second implication is that the deterministic 
transition id need not to be continuously enabled in M(i)(x). Indeed, dis
abling an age memory transition does not reset its age variable. In order 
to track the enabling/disabling condition of id in M(i)(x), we introduce a 
'reward (indicator) variable which is equal to 1 in markings in which id is 
enabled and equal to 0 in markings in which id is not enabled. We group 
the binary reward variables into a reward vector denoted by r..(i). With the 

above definition rii) = 1 means that the deterministic transition id is en

abled whenever M(i)(x) = k. 
The behavior of the marking process between two consecutive regen

eration time points is formulated in terms of the semimarkov reward model 
(r..(i), M(i) (x)) [14,18,4]. The age variable ad corresponding to the determin
istic transition is computed as the accumulated reward in the semimaikov 
reward subordinated process and the successive regeneration time point rl 
(the firing epoch of td) occurs when the age variable ad accumulates a time 
equal to the deterministic duration CY.d. Resorting to the computational 
properties of stochastic reward models [5], the cdf of rl is evaluated as the 
first time at which the functional ad hits an absorbing barrier of height CY.d. 

The firing of td in the subordinated process M(i)(x), can only occur 

in a state k in which rii) = 1. After the firing of td in state k, the succes
sor tangible marking f is determined by the branching probability matrix 

.6.(i) = [.6.iill [8, 10], where: 

.6.iil = Pr{next tangible marking is f Icurrent marking is k, id fires} 

If marking k is not connected to vanishing markings, the kth row of .6. (i) 
contains at most one nonzero element, equal to 1 [8]. 
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3. The M/D /1/2/2 Preemptive Queuing System 

A P N model for the non-preemptive M/D /1/2/2 queue has been introduced 
in [3], where the steady state solution was derived. The transient analysis 
for the same system was carried on in [8]. In the following, we examme 
two different mechanisms of preemptive service. 

A. - Preemptive M/D/l/2/2 with identical customers 

The M/D/1/2/2 queue has a preemptive service with the same kind of cus
tomers. The job in execution is preempted as soon as a new job eventually 
arrives at the server. The preempted job is restarted as soon as the server 
becomes idle again. Two different recovery policies can be considered de
pending whether the server is able to remember the work already performed 
on the job before preemption or not. In the latter case, the prior work is lost 
due to the interruption and the recovered job must be repeated from scratch 
with a service time resampled from the original cdf (prd policy). In the for
mer case, the prior work is not lost and the service time of the recovered job 
equals the residual service time given the work already executed before pre
emption (prs policy). Fig. la shows a PN describing the M/D/1/2/2 sys
tem in which any new job preempts the job eventually under service. Place 
PI contains the customers thinking, while place P2 contains the number of 
submitted jobs (including the one under service). Starting from the initial 
marking SI = (2001) (Fig. lb), tl is the only enabled transition. Firing of 
tl represents the submission of the first job and leads to state S2 = (1110). 
In S2 transitions t2 and t3 are competing. t2 represents the service of the 
submitted job and its firing returns the system to the initial state SI. t3 
represents the submission of the second job and its firing disables t2 by re
moving one token from P3 (the first job becomes dormant). In S3 = (0201) 
one job is under service and one job is dormant, and the only enabled activ
ity is the service of the active job. Firing of t4 leads the system again in S2, 

where the dormant job is recovered. Assuming the thinking time of both 
customers to be exponentially distributed with parameter >., tl is associ
ated an exponential firing rate equal to (2)') and t3 a firing rate equal to >.. 
Transitions t2 and t4 are assigned a deterministic service time of duration 0::. 

A.l - t2 and t3 are assigned an enabling memory policy. - Each time t2 is 
disabled by the arrival of the second job (t3 fires before t2), the correspond
ing enabling age variable a2 is reset. As soon as t2 becomes enabled again 
(the second job completes and t4 fires) no memory is kept of the prior ser
vice, and the execution restarts from scratch. This behavior corresponds 
to a prd service policy, and is covered by the model definition in [8, 9]. 
A.2 - t2 and t3 are assigned an age memory policy. - Each time t2 is 
disabled without firing (t3 fires before t2) the age variable a2 is not reset. 
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t, gt' 
S3 0201 

a) b) 

Fig. 1. Preemptive M/D /1/2/2 queue with identical customers 

Hence, as the second job completes (t4 fires), the system returns in 82 keep
ing the value of a2, so that the time to complete the interrupted job can 
be evaluated as the residual service time given a2. a2 counts the total time 
during which t2 is enabled before firing, and is equal to the cumulative so
journ time in 82. The assignment of the age memory policy to t2 realizes 
a pr8 service mechanism. This behavior is not compatible with the defini
tion of DSPN given in [8] and requires a new analysis methodology. T.he 
regeneration time points in the marking process M(x) correspond to the 
epochs of entrance in markings in which the age variables associated to all 
the transitions are equal to zero. By inspecting Fig. lb), the regeneration 
time points result to be the epochs of entrance in 81 and of entrance in 
82 from 81. The process M(I) (x) subordinated to state 81 is a single step 
CTMC (being the only enabled transition tl exponential) and includes the 
only immediately reachable state 82. 

The process M(2) (x) subordinated to state 82 includes all the states 
reachable from 82 before firing of t2: these states are 83, 82. Since 82 is the 
only state in which t2 is enabled, the corresponding reward rate vector is 
7:..(2) = [0 1 0]. Firing of t2 can only occur from state 82 leading to state 81; it 
turns out that the only relevant nonzero entry of the branching probability 

.. ,,.(2) 1 
matnx IS L.l.21 = . 
A possible realization of the subordinated marking process M(2) (x) is 

shown in Fig. 2. Notice that M (2) (x) is semimar kov since t4 is determinis

tic. The age variable a2 grows whenever M (2) (x) = 82, and the firing of t2 
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Fig. 2. A possible realization of the subordinated marking process A1(2)(x) 

1001 

a) b) 

Fig. 3. Preemptive M/D /1/2/2 queue with different customers 

occurs when a2 reaches the value 0:: (the deterministic duration assigned to 
t2). Considering 0:: as an absorbing barrier for the accumulation functional 
represented by the age variable a2, the firing time of t2 is determined by 
the first passage time of a2 across the absorbing barrier 0::. 

In the present example, S3 can never be a regeneration marking, since 
a2 is not reset at the entrance in S3. 
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B. - Preemptive M/D/1/2/2 with different customers 

The two customers are of different classes, and customer of class 2 preempts 
customer of class 1 but not viceversa. Two possible preemption policies are 
again possible depending whether the server is able to remember the work 
done before the interruption. A P N modelling the M/D /1/2/2 queue in 
which the jobs submitted by customer 2 have higher priority over the jobs 
submitted by customer 1 is reported in Fig. 3a. Place PI (P3) represents 
customer 1 (2) thinking, while place P2 (P4) represents job 1 (2) under 
service. Transition tl (t3) is the submission of a job of type 1 (2), while 
transition t2 (t4) is the completion of service of a job of type 1 (2). The 
inhibitor arc from P4 to t2 models the described preemption mechanism: 
as soon as a type 2 job joins the queue the type 1 job eventually under 
service is interrupted. The reach ability graph of the PN of Fig. 3a is in 
Fig. 3b. Under a prs service policy, after completion of the type 2 job, 
the interrupted type 1 job is resumed continuing the new service period 
from the point reached just before the last interruption. In the PN of 
Fig. 3a this service policy is realized by assigning to transitions t2 and 
t4 an age memory policy. The submitting times (transitions tl and t3) 
are exponentially distributed with parameters A, while the service times 
(transitions t2 and t4) are deterministic with duration 0:. 

From Fig. 3b, it is easily recognized that SI, S2 and S3 can all be 
regeneration states, while S4 can never be a regeneration state (in 84 a 
type 2 job is always in execution so that its corresponding age variable a2 

is ~never 0). Only exponential transitions are enabled in 81 and the next 
regeneration states can be either 82 or 83 depending whether tl or t3 fires 
first. From 82 the next regeneration state can be only SI, but multiple cycles 
(82 - 84) can occur depending whether type 2 jobs arrive to interrupt the 
execution of the type 1 job. From state 83 the next regeneration marking 
can be either state 81 or 82 depending whether during the execution of 
the type 2 job a type 1 job does require service (but remains blocked until 
completion of the type 2 job) or does not. 

3.1 A Fault Tolerant Example 

Consider a 'work conservative' system of two machines and a single repair
man. The system is work conservative if the repairman is always working 
when at least one machine is down. The repairman can deal at most with 
one machine at a time. Hence the question of choosing the machine to re
pair arises when both of the machines are down. The machine under ser
vice is chosen according to one of the following policies: 
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- the repair of the machine failed first is completed without any inter
ruption, when the second one fails, 

- the repair of the machine failed first is stopped and the repairman 
switches to the second one when it fails, 

- with machines of different priorities the repair of the high priority 
machine goes when both the machines are down. 

The first policy was studied in [3] and [8]. The second one results in 
the stochastic model referred to as Preemptive M/D/1/2/2 with identical 
customers while the third one gives a Preemptive M/D/1/2/2 with different 
customers. 

4. Transient Analysis of the Subordinated Process 

The entries of the i:th row of the matrices K(x) and E(x) are determined 
by the subordinated process M(i)(x). In the prs M/D/1/2/2 system, ex
amined in the previous section, two classes of subordinated processes have 
been encountered: 

1. Single step CTMCs. 
2. Reward Semimarkov Process. 

4.1 Single Step CTMC 

In the regeneration marking i only exponential transitions are enabled. 
The next regeneration time point is the epoch of jump into anyone of the 
immediately reachable states. M(i)(x) is a CTMCwith a single transient 
state (state i with initial probability equal to 1) and a number of absorbing 
states equal to the number of immediately reachable states. Let qij be the 

transition rate from i to j, and qi = Zj\;:i %. 
The entry Kij (x) of the global kernel provides the probability of being 

absorbed in state j before time x, while the entry Eij (x) of the local kernel 
gives the probability of jumping from i to j before the next regeneration 
time point. Since, in this case, any firing provides a new regeneration time 
point, the only nonzero entry of the i-th row of matrix E( x) corresponds 
to j = i. It follows (for j = 1,2, ... ,N) [8]: 

K;j(t) = (1 - 8ij) % (1 - e -qji), Eij(t) = 8;je- Qit
, (7) 

qi 

and in LST domain: 

K':':(s) - (1- 8··)~ 
!) - !) + ' s q; 

Eij(s) = 8;j_S_, 
s + q; 

(8) 
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where 8ij is the Kronecker delta. 

4.2 Subordinated Reward Semimarkov Process 

At x = TO' = 0 a single deterministic transition td (with age memory 
variable ad and duration ad) starts its firing process in state i (ad = 0). 
The successive regeneration time point Ti is the epoch of firing of td and 
this event occurs as the functional ad reaches the value ad for the first time. 

Let n(i) be the subset of R(Mo) including the states of the subor
dinated process M(i)(x) (i.e. the states reachable from i before firing td). 
For notational convenience we do not renumber the states in n( i) so that 
all the subsequent matrix functions have the dimensions (N x N) (the tan
gible part of R( Mo)), but with the significant entries located in position 
(k, l) only, with k, e E n(i). 

Let Z(i)(x) (x 2: 0) be the semimarkov process defined over n(i) and 
r..(i) the corresponding binary reward vector. The subordinated process 
M(i)(x) (Definition 5) coincides with Z(i)(x) when the initial state is state 
i with probability 1 (Pr{Z(i)(O) = i} = 1). The age variable ad increases 

at a rate r;i) (which is either equal to 0 or to 1) when M(i)(x) = j. 

Let Q(i)(x) = [Q~il(x)] be the kernel of the semimarkov process 

Z(i)(x). The initial probability vector is ~i) = [0,0, ... , 1i, ... ,0] (a vec
tor with all the entries equal to 0 but entry i equal to 1). We denote by H 
th~ time duration until the first embedded time point in the semimarkov 
process starting from state k at time 0 (Z( i) (0) = k). The generic element 
(for k,l E n(i)) 

Q~il(x) Pr {H ~ x, Z(i)(H+) = elz(i)(O) = k} 
is the distribution of H supposed that a transition from state k to state e 
took place at the embedded time point. With nonzero diagonal elements 
in Q(i) (x) the next embedded time point can be determined by a transition 
from state k to state k. The distribution of His: 

[Q~i)(X) = L Q~il(x) (k=l, ... ,n) 
lEr2(i) 

and, finally, the probability of jumping from state k to state e at time 
H = x is: 
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Let us introduce two matrix functions: F(i)(x,ad) and p(i)(x,ad) so de
fined: 

(9) 

and 

F~;) (x, ad) is the probability of hitting the absorbing barrier ad in state £ 

before x starting in state k at x = O. p~~) (x, ad) is the probability of being 
in state £ at time x before absorption at the barrier ad starting in state k 
at x = O. From (9) and (10) follows: 

By these definitions, the i-th row vectors Ki(X) and E;(x) of matrices 
K(x) and E(x), respectively, are related to F(i)(x,ad) and p(i)(x,ad) by 
the following relations: 

Due to the particular structure of the initial probability vector Qbi
), Eq. (11) 

reduces to a relation among the entries of the i-th row of the corresponding 
matrices: 

(12) 

In the definition of matrices ~2(x,ad) and P~2(x,ad) we maintain the 
explicit dependence on the barrier level ad, since this dependence will be 

exploited in the subsequent analytical treatment. Evaluation of F~2 (x, ad) 

and p~2 (x, ad) can be inferred from [16, 5]. We include the derivation for 
completeness. In order to avoid unnecessarily cumbersome notation in the 
following expressions, we neglect the explicit dependence on the particular 
subordinated process M(i) (x), by eliminating the superscript (i). It is 
however tacitly intended, that all the quantities 1:., Q(x), F(x, ad), P(x, ad), 
.0. and Q refer to the specific process subordinated to state i. 
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4.2.1 Derivation of the MatTix Function F(x, ad) 

Conditioning on H = h , let us define: 

if: hTk 2: ad, 

if: hTk < ad, 

(13) 
where U(x) is the unit step function. In (13), two mutually exclusive 
events are identified. If Tk :j: 0 and hTk 2: ad, a sojourn time equal to 
ad is accumulated before leaving state k, so that the firing time (next 
regeneration time point) is 71 = ad/Tk. If hTk < ad then a transition 
occurs to state u with probability dQku(h)/dQk(h) and the residual service 
(ad hT k) should be accomplished starting from state u at time (x - h). 
Taking the LST transform of (13) with respect to x, we get: 

Unconditioning with respect to h, (14) becomes: 

'k 

if: hTk 2: ad, 
if: hTk < ad, 

(14) 

:L J e-ShF;;{(s,ad - hTk)dQku(h). (15) 
uESlh=O 

Taking the Laplace transform (LT) with respect to ad (denoting W the 
transform variable), and evaluating the integrals we obtain that the double 
LST-LT transform F0.*(s, w) satisfies the following equation: 

~*() Tk [1 - Q!;(s + wrdl "Q~ ( )F~*() ( ) FH S,W=OH +L.. kuS+WTk ut S,W. 16 
S + WTk 0 uE •• 
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4·2.2 Derivation of the Matrix Function P(x, Ctd) 

The derivation follows the same pattern as for the function F(x, Ctd). Con
ditioning on H = h, let us define: 

o ki [U (x) - U (x - ~~)] 

if: hrk ~ Ctd 

h) = 
Oki [U(x) - U(x - h)] + (17) 

'" dQku(h) P ( h h) + L...uE\2 dQk(h) ut x - ,Ctd - rk 

if: hrk < Ctd. 

In (17), two mutually exclusive events are identified. If rk -# 0 and Ctd ~ 
hrk, then the process spends all its time up to absorption in the initial 
state k. If hrk < Ctd then a transition occurs to state u with probability 
dQku(h)/dQk(h) and then the process jumps to state £ in the remaining 
time (x - h) before completing the residual work (Ctd - hrk). Taking the 
LST transform of (17) with respect to x, we get: 

Oki [1 - e -sCid!rk ] 

if: hrk > Ctd, 

Ok£[I-e-Sh ]+ - (18) 

+ -sh" dQku(h)p~( h) 
e L.....uE\2 dQk(h) ut s, Ctd - Tk 

if: hTk < Ctd. 

Unconditioning (18) with respect to h, taking the LT transform with re
spect to Ctd (denoting w the transform variable), and finally evaluating the 
integrals we obtain that the double LST-LT transform PA7(s, w) satisfies 
the following equation: 

P~"'( ) s: S [1 - Qk(S + wrk)] "Q~ ( )P~*() ( ) kts,w=uki ( ) +0 kus+wrk utS,W. 19 
w S+WTk (") 

uE.~ 

4.2.3 The Subordinated PTocess is a Reward CTMC 

Let us consider the particular case in which the subordinated process Z (x) 
is a reward CTMC with infinitesimal generator A. The entries of the matrix 
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functions Fkl(X, ad) and Pkl(X, ad) can be obtained from (16) and (19) by 
substituting the proper kernel describing the given CTMC: 

and in LST domain: 

if: k"#.c, 
if: k .c, 

if: k"#.c, 
if: k = .e. 

Keeping in mind that akk = 2:CED. akl we have 

(s + WTk)F;;/(s, w) = OklTk + L akuF;;;'*(S, w) 
uED. 

and 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

(S+WTk)P0.*(S,W) =OklS/W+ L akuP;;;'*(S,w). (23) 
uED. 

Eqs. (22) and (23) can be rewritten in matrix form: 

where I is the identity matrix and R is the diagonal matrix of the reward 
rates (Td. 

4.3 Steps of the A nalysis Method 

Finally the analysis method is composed by the following steps: 
- find the regenerative instances and states of the studied model, 
- classify the associated subordinated processes together with their con-

cluding condition, 
- evaluate the rows of the kernel elements in LST domain as it is in the 

previous subsections, 
- then the transient behaviour is given by (6) in LST domain, 
- the time domain transient behaviour is evaluated by a numerical in-

verse Laplace transformation. 
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5. Numerical Results 

The closed form LST expressions of K( x) and E( x) for the two prs 
M/D /1/2/2 queuing systems are derived in detail, applying the technique 
developed in the previous section. The time domain values are obtained by 
performing an analytical inversion with respect to the transform variable 
w, and a numerical inversion with respect to the transform variable s. 
A. - prs preemptive M/D/1/2/2 with identical customers - Let us build 
up the K~(s) and E~(s) matrices row by row by considering separately 
all the states that can be regeneration states and can originate a subor
dinated process. Since S3 can never be a regeneration state the third row 
of the above matrices is irrelevant. The fact that S3 is not a regeneration 
marking, means that the process can stay in S3 only between two succes
sive regeneration time points (Fig. 2). 
A.1} - The starting regeneration state is SI - No deterministic transition 
is enabled and the next regeneration state can only be state S2. Applying 
(8) we obtain: 

Kil (s) = 0, Ki2(s) = s!;>" Ki3(s) = 0, 
and (24) 

Eli(s) = s;2>.' Ei2(s) = 0, Ei3(s) = o. 
A.2} - The starting regeneration state is S2 - Transition t2 is deterministic 
so that the next regeneration time point is the epoch of firing of t2. The 
subordinated process M(2)(x) (Fig. 2) comprises states S2 and S3 and is a 
semimarkov process (since t4 is deterministic) whose kernel is: 

o 0 
Q~(s) = 0 0 

o e- QS 

o 
>. 

S+>' 
o 

From Section 3, the reward vector is 1:(2) = [0, 1, 0], and the only nonzero 

entry of the branching probability matrix is ,0,.W = 1. Applying Eqs. (16) 
and (19) we obtain the following results for the nonzero entries: 

~*() 1 F2? S W = --------
-' s + W + A - Ae-SQ 

p.~*(s w) _ s/w 
22 , - s + W + A - Ae-SQ 

p.~*(s W) = A(l - e-SQ)/w 
23, s + W + A - Ae-SQ 
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Applying (12), and after inverting the LT transform with respect to w, the 
LST matrix functions K~(s) and E~(s) become: 

and 

s 
s+2>. 

o 
o 

o 
K~(s) = e-a(s+>'->'e-a,) 

o 

o 

2>' 
s+2>. 

o 
o 

o 

o 
o 
o 

s[l_e-a(s+-"- >.e -<>S)J 

s+>.->.e as 
>'(l_e-<>S)[I_e-a(s+>.->.e -as)] 

s+>.->.e as 
o o 

(25) 

(26) 

The LST of the state probabilities are obtained by solving (6). The time 
domain probabilities are calculated by numerically inverting (6) by resort
ing to the Jagerman method [15] revisited by Chimento and Trivedi in [6]. 
The plot of the state probabilities versus time for states SI and S3 is de
picted in Fig. 4, for Q = 1 and for two different values of the submitting 
rate>. = 0.5 and>' = 2. 

st. prob. I n __ -~=0.51 
!-A=2 

0.8 

0.6 

0.2 

0.5 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 

Fig. 4. Transient behavior of the state probabilities for the preemptive M/D /1/2/2 sys
tem with identical customers 

B. - prs preemptive M/D/l/2/2 with different customers - The reacha
bility graph in Fig. 3b comprises 4 states. Let us build up the K~ (s) and 
E~(s) matrices row by row, taking into consideration that state S4 can 
never be a regeneration marking since a type 2 job with nonzero age mem
ory is always active. 
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B.l} - The starting regeneration state is SI - No deterministic transitions 
are enabled: the state is markovian and the next regeneration state can 
be either state S2 or S3. The nonzero elements of the 1-st row of matrices 
K~(s) and E~(s) are from (8): 

K12(s) = s: 2,\ Ki3(s) = s: 2,\ Eli (s) = s: 2,\ 

B.2} - The starting regeneration state is S2 - The subordinated process 

coincides, in this case, with the subordinated process M(2)(x) of the pre
vious example (see Fig. 2), but with state S4 in Fig. 3b, playing the role of 
state S3 in Fig. lb. Thus, with an obvious permutation of pedices, we can 
derive the non zero entries K2i(s), E:;Z(s) and E2'4(s) from the 2-nd row in 
(25 and (26), respectively. 
B.3) - The starting regeneration state is S3 - The subordinated process 
is a CTMC, hence. the results of Section 4.2.3 apply. The infinitesimal 
generator of the CTMC is: 

1
0 

A= 0 o 
o 

o 
o 
o 
o 

o 
o 

-,\ 

o 

o 
o 
,\ 

o 

and the reward vector is z:.(3) = [0, 0, 1, 1]. The branching probabilities 

arising from the firing of t4 are 6.~;) = 1 and A~;) = 1. Applying (22) and 
(23) and solving the sets of equations, the nonzero entries take the form: 

.,.,~*() 1 
1'33 s, w = \ 

S+/\+w F34* ( s, w) = ( ) ( ,\ \ ) s+w s+/\+w 

~*() s 
P33 s, w = ( \ ); ws+/\+w 

~*() '\s P34 S,W = ---------
w(s+w)(s+'\+w) 

Inverting the above equations with respect to w, taking into account the 
branching probabilities, yields: 

K~ ( ) - -a(s+'x) 
31 S - e 

E3"3(s) = s ~,\ (1 - e-a(s+'x)); 

K~ ( ) - -as(l -a,X) 32 s - e - e 

E~ ( ) -,\ (1 s· -a,X) -as 
34 S - -- - - --e e 

S+,\ S+,\ 

Finally, the complete K~ (s) and E~ (s) matrices become: 

0 ,X ,X 0 s+2'x s+2'x 

K~(s) = 
e -a(s+'x-'xe- C

") 0 0 0 (27) e -a(s+'x) e-as (1 _ e- aA ) 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
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o 
o 
o 
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o 
s[l-e - a(,+" - "0- a' l] 

S+A-Ae 

o 
o 

o 

o 
s(1-e-a('+~l) 

S+A 
o 

o 
A-Ae - 0' [l-e - a(, +.\-"0- a, l] 

S+A Ae a' 
_A __ (s+A_se- OA )e-OS 
S+A S+A 

o I 

(28) 

As in the previous example, the time domain probabilities are calculated 
by numerically inverting (6). The plot of the state probabilities versus time 
for states 81 and 84 is reported in Fig. 5, for 0: = 1 and for two different 
values of the submitting rate>. = 0.5 and>' = 2. 

st. prob. 

0.8 

0.6 

0.4 

0.2 

0 
0.5 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 

Fig. 5. Transient behavior of the state probabilities for the preemptive '),I/D /1/2/2 sys
tem with different customers 

6. Conclusion 

We have defined a new class of DSPNs called Age lvfemory DSPNs, which 
allow the inclusion of deterministic transitions with associated age memory 
policy. This extension was motivated by the need of modelling systems in 
which the execution of tasks may follow a preemptive resume policy. 

We have shown that the marking process underlying an Age A1 emory 
DSPN is a Markov regenerative process, and hence the proposed class be
longs to the class of MRSPNs introduced in [7J. A natural definition for the 
regeneration time points embedded into the Markov regenerative process is 
related to the simultaneous reset of all the age variables associated to the 
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non-exponential transitions. The marking process between two consecu
tive regeneration time points can be, in general, a reward semimarkov pro
cess. A binary reward variable is introduced to distinguish between states 
in which the execution of the service is interrupted and states in which the 
execution is resumed with no loss of prior work. The age memory variable 
associated to a deterministic transition accumulates the time only in states 
in which the reward rate is equal to one. The firing time of a determinis
tic transition can be interpreted as the time at which the accumulated age 
memory variable reaches the value of the deterministic duration associated 
to the corresponding transition for the first time. 

The transient analysis of a reward semimarkov process has been de
rived in detail, in order to show how to obtain a double LT-LST closed 
form expression for the transient state probabilities of the general process. 

A M/D /1/2/2 queuing system, considered as a case study example 
in previous literature [3, 8], has been reexamined by introducing service 
policies of preemptive resume type, for the first time. Work is in progress 
to combine into a single DSPN preemptive service policies of both prs and 
prd type. 
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